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The balance point for my second 40 ounce fully assembled (ready-to-fly) 1/2A Fubar 600 was measured 1

of the wing’s trailing edge in the previous Report No. 104 as shown below. This corresponds to a
[(9.36 - 1.8)/9.36] = 80.8% root chord. This report will assess the acceptability of this CG from a stabilit
standpoint.

To predict the longitudinal stability associated with this balance point, Dr. Sergio Montes provided the m
on notes taken from Dr. Mark Drela (PhD MIT aerodynamicist) for predicting the model’s neutral point (X
Montes is quick to point out that the predicted results from this method are, at best, approximate for a
reasons, some of which are: (1) the formulas are founded on a series of assumptions, as are all formulas o
and there is an uncertainty on what effect they have on the results, and (2) the additional geometric fac
Fubar’s wing being up on a high pylon and not in-plane with the stab is not accounted for in these formulas
said, the predicted results of this method does provide some indication of longitudinal stability.
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My friend Alfredo Herbon in Argentina used his ACDC program to illustrate the formulas for Dr. Montes
well as the 1/2A Fubar 600 planform area-moment geometry in the picture below.

Alfredo also programmed the method’ formulas in an Excel spread sheet which is illustrated below. He als
calculation to determine the center of gravity (CG) location forward of the wing’s trailing edge (Dte) for
margin (SM). The desired solution was achieved by assuming various values of Stab Arm (Lh) until a value
produced the 1.8” distance forward of the wing’s trailing edge. The corresponding value of SM (
longitudinal stability) for this location is predicted as 2.29% MAC shown by the red arrows on the bottom
illustrated Excel spread sheet below.

This solution is presented in Alfredo’s illustration below. The 1/2A Fubar 600 balance point 1.8 inch forwa
wing’s trailing edge corresponds to a CG = 100[(9.36 - 1.8)/9.36] = 80.77 % root chord.
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In Figure 3 below, you see that large static margins causes large pitch trim changes immediately after air
increase caused by a power increase. However, weakly stable models only result in small pitch trim change
increasing air speed as the model flight paths below show making the model more controllable.

The 1/2A Fubar 600 predicted +2.29% MAC ~ (+0.023) static margin is small, but still positive, indicating
stable” configuration. The 1/2A Fubar 600 favorable response is shown in red in the Figure 3 below.
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The longitudinal dynamic responses to both nose up and nose down disturbances are illustrated in Figure 2

range of static margin (S.M.) from +.04 to -.0.4. The dynamic response of the 1/2A Fubar 600 with a S.M
has been superimposed on Figure 2 in red as well. As you can see, the dynamic response of the weakly sta
Fubar 600 with a CG of 80.77% root chord is quite favorable.

Actual flight tests of two different 1/2A Fubar 600’s shown in the table below have had good flight char
Note that the predicted SM’s range from +0.012 to +0.033 for these two models.

In conclusion, I feel that conducting the 1/2A Fubar 600 maiden flight with a 80.8% center of gravit
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safe…………Tandy
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